
 
 
 

ALEO London: Executive Committee Meeting 
Friday 21st July 2017 

 
Café 171, The Jerwood Space 

 
Minutes 

 
Attendees 

Neil Pearce Barking & Dagenham 

Malcolm Bell Croydon (Treasurer) 

Ieman Barmaki Enfield  

Shadia Rahman Kingston 

Martin O'Brien Lewisham (Chair) 

Rachael Mills SE2 (Secretariat) 

 
Apologies 

John Kolm-Murray Islington (Vice Chair) 

 
1. Updates 

1.1 The Grenfell tragedy will have long-term impacts on Building Regs, and hopefully will help to 
realign the balance between cost and quality.  In the shorter term, many LAs are in crisis-
response mode and budgets are being speedily reallocated to address fire safety issues. 
 

1.2 Since we last met, a new Government is in place.  The Tory Manifesto has been ripped up which 
mean Winter Fuel Payments are now unlikely to be scrapped. The DUP have a strong interest in 
fuel poverty as it is a severe problem in Northern Ireland, which is off-gas. 
 

1.3 The Government’s Clean Growth Plan is due to be published later this year.  This is basically a 
carbon reduction strategy for sector including domestic. 

 
1.4 BEIS invited ALEO to comment on the latest draft of guidance for the PRS regulations (requiring 

minimum EPC levels for privately rented homes).  It is still unclear how the regulations will be 
enforced and it is feared that landlords will opt out of improving their properties on the grounds 
that they shouldn’t have to pay any upfront costs.  However, if grant funding is available this 
argument could be negated.  LA officers need to be confident in the policy so they can challenge 
landlords. 
IB: share case study of action he recently took against a landlord 
RM: get copy of slides from ALEO Bournemouth Conference (October 2016) with process flow 
chart (not currently on ALEO website) 
 
There was a discussion as to the extent to which we should be supporting landlords to get 
measures installed.  Should we be supporting landlords, eg to do works when properties are 
void?  Should we be helping private companies in this way?  To what extent would improving at 
void delay the turn around for new tenants, especially if it’s part of the LAs homelessness 
response?  This is a real hot potato for London, especially with the growth of licencing schemes. 
Consider PRS as a topic for a future meeting potentially looking at the challenges and solutions 
including licensing and enforcement. 
 
 



1.5 Frustration continues over the fact that LAs can’t bid directly for ‘redress funding’ (they can only 
bid as a partner to a 3rd sector organisation).  National ALEO is pushing back on this.  Ofgem 
seem to think LAs already have other sources of funding. 
 

1.6 BEIS hosted an event on ECO LA Flex a couple of months ago attended by both LAs and 
Suppliers.  Many LAs are still not comfortable with the idea of LA Flex and are being put off by 
the complicated guidance: Suppliers also appear a bit unsure as it’s a new mechanism.  We’ve 
anecdotally heard that not many SOI have been published, eg due to lack of capacity, data 
sharing issues and procurement concerns.  The Government might write to CEOs to chase.  
National ALEO wants to reinforce the message that it’s easy to do and that if you don’t publish a 
SOI, you’re closing the door on funding opportunities. 
RM: ask ALEOL members where they are on their SOI (eg thinking, written, approved, waiting to 
publish, published): we also want to capture and share where SOIs are working well, especially if 
the LA is starting from scratch.  Also use this as an opportunity to: 
- Check on HECA reports 
- Request examples of where a lack of full ECO funding has lead to project failure 
 
The letter ALEO London sent to Borough CEOs about LA Flex and SOIs is gaining traction and is 
beginning to filter down. 
RM: publish the letter on ALEO London website 
 

1.7 New fuel poverty statistics were published in June (to 2015).  The headline is that fuel poverty in 
England under the Low Income High Cost measure has got worse.  The number of London 
households in fuel poverty has remained similar, but in other areas it’s got worse so we’ve fallen 
down the ranking table.  We’re now 3rd behind NE and SW on numbers of households in fuel 
poverty: as a percentage, we’re 7th in the table of 9.   
 
ECO statistics also show that again London is not getting its share of the funding, though 
surprisingly most measures go to the NW (not Scotland as is often assumed).  Since 2013 24,000 
Affordable Warmth ECO measures were installed in London compared to 59,000 in Scotland and 
164,000 in the NW.  This means London has the 3rd highest number of households in fuel 
poverty, but ranked 9 out of 9 English regions in terms of numbers of ECO affordable warmth 
measures installed.  It is important to present these numbers to argue for a bigger pot and not 
just redistribution across regions.  Again, there are concerns that policy makers think London has 
other funding, eg through RENEW and Energy Leap. 
 
MOB: tidy up statistics overview table and circulate 
 

1.8 We are still awaiting news on the Mayor’s Environment Strategy and an update on Energy for 
Londoners.  The GLA have asked to speak at the next ALEOL meeting about this. 
RM: accept GLA speaker offer 
 

1.9 National Grid has launched £150m funding under their Affordable Warmth Solutions 
programme: this could be an opportunity for London Boroughs to collaborate, and we’ve already 
had an approach about this from Waltham Forest. 
RM: circulate funding details and encourage collaborative working amongst members 

 
  

https://www.affordablewarmthsolutions.org.uk/


2. Finance and Membership 
 

2017/18 Financial Summary     

2017/18 Invoice Summary     

 Value Total LA Members Associate Members 

Invoices issued £3400 20 8 12 

Payments received £1100 6 4 2 

     
2017/18 ALEO London Outgoings (incl VAT)    
Secretariat fees £0    
Catering of forums £462.72    
Committee meeting expenses £0    
Total £462.72    

     
2017/18 Account Summary     
Income £1100.00    
Outgoings £462.72    
Account balance TBC when bank statement received  

     
2.1 IB is still chasing the bank for online access etc 

RM: ask Natalie if she can check our bank statement for us 
 
2.2 Membership fees 

RM: chase Associates who have yet to pay, or remove from membership 
RM: update Exec on response to fees from all Boroughs 
 

2.3 It was agreed that a Memorandum of Understanding will be put in place, which all Associate 
Members will be asked to sign.  It was also agreed that applications for Associate Membership 
will be decided by the ALEOL Exec Committee. 
RM: circulate updated MOU for sign-off by Exec 
RM: request all Associate Members sign MOU 
RM: circulate full members list to all Exec 
 
 

3. Agenda for next meeting 
3.1 The meeting is booked for the morning of Thursday 14th September at the City of London 

(Barbican). 
 

3.2 Speakers: 
Stephen de Souza, GLA  Mayor’s Environment Strategy & EFL 
Martin Waughby, DCLG  How to access & use the new EPC data 
Denny Gray, CAG  Learnings from recent London research 

 
We also agreed to have an open forum session to discuss and update each other on ECO LA Flex 
and SOIs. 
 

3.3 Future meeting topics: PRS – eg licensing, minimum EPC enforcement 
 
  



4. AOB 
4.1 The next National ALEO conference will take place in October in Islington, which will also include 

ALEO Awards.  It was agreed we’d nominate a Borough who is working well with their SOI to 
help reinforce the LA Flex message: this could perhaps be someone who doesn’t have much 
internal support. 
 

4.2 Kathryn Todd is leaving SE2 at the end of August, and so Rachael will return as the main point of 
contact for ALEOL. 

 
 
 
 


